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ABSTRACT 
The derivative of the map which takes a linear operator to its spectrum is 
estimated. Using this, a hound for the distance between the spectra of any two linear 
operators is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This note is concerned with a question of fundamental importance in 
perturbation theory and computational linear algebra: if A is a linear 
operator on a finite-dimensional complex vector space, how does a change in 
A affect the spectrum-the set of eigenvalues-of A? 
This problem is of obvious interest and importance and has been 
analyzed by several authors, who have obtained qualitative and quantitative 
results. If A and B are symmetric operators, we have Lid&ii’s theorem [6] 
which gives the disposition of the differences between the eigenvalues of A 
and those of B relative to the eigenvalues of A-B. When A and B are 
normal we have the elegant Hoffman-Wielandt theorem [3] which estimates 
the difference between them in terms of the distance between A and B. 
Kato, in his monumental work [4], discusses the problem in great depth, and 
the above results follow from his more general treatment. Parthasarathy [8], 
using comparatively simple methods, has obtained similar results from which 
an interesting estimate for unitary operators follows. When A and B are 
general linear operators we have two important results. One, due to Ostrow- 
ski [7], gives the distance between the eigenvalues of A and those of B in 
terms of elements of matrix representations for A and B. The other, due to 
Henrici [2], gives this distance in terms of the distance between A and B and 
a quantity measuring the nonnormality of A. 
In this note we first analyze the following problem in a general setting: if 
ft is a continuously varying family of linear operators, how does the 
spectrum of ft change with t? In most of the work on this problem (see e.g. 
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[4], [S]) a recurring feature is the problem of coherently ordering the 
eigenvalues of ft as t varies. Since no globally coherent ordering is possible in 
general, a lot of difficulties arise. Here, we adopt the viewpoint that the 
spectrum is an unordered n-tuple of complex numbers, i.e., we regard it as an 
element of the nth symmetric power of @. This simplifies matters consider- 
ably, and using very elementary tools-the only significant result used is the 
mean value theorem in Banach spaces-we obtain an estimate for the rate of 
change of spectrum of ft. We then use these results to obtain the distance 
between the spectra of any two operators A and B. 
2. SYMMETRIC POWERS AND THE SPECTRUM 
Let V be a complex inner product space of dimension n. Let 
{ e,, e,, . . . , en} be an orthonormal basis in V. Let & (V) denote the space of 
all endomorphisms of V. Then any element A of &(V) has a unique 
representation as a matrix (uji)iGi,iGn with respect to this basis. We denote 
this matrix also by A. Define 
]lA]lF = (TrA*A)1’2 = 
where A* denotes the adjoint of A and Tr stands for the trace. This defines a 
norm, called the Frobenius wrm, on & (V). This norm is independent of the 
choice of the basis for V. Another norm on G(V), which is used more 
frequently, is the Banmh nmm, defined as 
llAllB = sup{ IlAxll :xE V, llxll =I>. 
The relation between these two norms is given by the inequalities 
IIAIIB F IIAIIF < ~“21141~~ (2.1) 
Let A,,A,,...,h, be th e n eigenvalues of A, each counted as many times 
as its multiplicity. The umrdered n-tuple {Xi,. . , ,A,,} will be called the 
spectrum of A. Let II,, be the group of permutations on n symbols. Then II, 
acts naturally on C”, giving rise to a quotient space @“/II,, which we 
denote as @$,. The spectrum {Xi,. . .,&} is a point in Cnw. It is the 
equivalence class of the n-tuple (h,, . . . , A,J when two n-tuples are regarded 
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as equivalent if they can be obtained from each other by a permutation of 
the coordinates. The key to our approach lies in the following well-known 
result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The qmces Cf,,,,, and @” are hommmorphic. 
Proof. Let s&q,. . . , x,) be the ith elementary symmetric function of n 
variables defined as 
Si(X1,...,Xn) = x *r,x, z**.xq, i = 1,2 ,..., n. 
l<r,<r,<.-’ <r,<n 
Let S : @“+C” be the map defined as 
qx,,..., X”) = (&>. . . ,x,)9.. .,Sn(X1,. .4”)) 
Then S induces naturally a continuous map S: C&,+X” such that the 
diagram 
@4 @” 
commutes. The map S is obviously one-to-one and onto. Further, the 
quotient mapjs open, and S, being a nonconstant holomorphic map, is also 
open. Hence S is open. n 
REMARKS. The identification between @&,, and @” allows us, via the 
map S, to look upon @&, not only as a vector space but also as a complex 
manifold. 
The space C& has a natural metric defined on it as follows: 
If the characteristic polynomial of A is written as t”--r(A)t”-’ 
. . . +( - l)“q,,(A), and if {Xi,. . . ,A,,} is the spectrum of A, then 
ir. ..,x,))=(cp,(A),.. .>cp,(A)). 
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We can now outline our approach to the problem. Let X be any interval 
(or any connected subset of a Banach space), and let f:X+&( V) be a 
differentiable map. Let Eig : & (V)+@$, be the map which takes an opera- 
tor to its spec_trum. We wish to study the behavior of the composite map 
Eig 0 f. Since S is a homeomorphism from @&, to C”, we can equivalently 
study the behavior of the map so Eig of Denote the composite map !?o Eig 
by Cp. Then the study of the variation of the spectrum of an operator-valued 
differentiable map splits up naturally into two parts. First we study the map 
Q, : & (V)+@” and then the map f: X+& (V). This separation of the problem 
into its “universal” and “particular” parts allows great flexibility. The 
following diagram explains the situation: 
Following this approach, we obtain estimates for the map Q = So Eig. These 
estimates can then be converted to estimates for the map Eig using the 
results of Ostrowski [7l on roots of polynomials. 
3. ESTIMATES FOR @ 
Let AE&(V) and let 
XA(t)=tn-v)l(A)t”-l+... +(-l)?p,,(A) 
be the characteristic polynomial of A. It is well known that cp,(A) is the trace 
of the operator A&A E & (AkV). where Ak is the kth exterior power functor 
(Lang [S]). Thus we have 
cpk(A) = TrRkA = z det 
1<i,<i2<... <it<n 
for k=l 2 , ,..., n. 
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From this expression it is iminediately clear that the map @ = (cpi, .. . , cp,) 
is holomorphic. Hence the map’ Eig is also homomorphic. 
We now estimate the norm of the derivative of the map Q : & (V)+C’. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A,, : & (V)+@ denote the o!eterminant map, where V is 
an n-dimensional vector space. Then @e derivative of this map at a point 
AE&(V)i.sgivenbythelinearmapA:&(V)+@definedas 
A”(X) = i Aiixii, 
i,i=l 
where A,/ is t/ze cofactor of the element aii in the matrix A, and xii are the 
elements of the matrix X. 
Proof. Identifying 6 ( V) with @“* and computing the Jacobian leads 
immediately to the statement. n 
Note that the matrix (Aii) is the matrix of An-IA with respect to the basis 
{e,,r\. . . //\q_,} of A”-lV. Thus th e ro eniu.srwrmofDA,atA,whereD F b 
denotes the derivative, is the same as the Frobenius norm of An-IA. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A E & (V), where V has dimension n. Then 
Proof. We have 
lPk41~ = Tr[ (AkA)*AkA] = Tr[Ak(A*A)]. 
Let A*A have eigenvalues a1,a2,. . . , a,. Then the eigenvalues of Ak(A *A) are 
4,afze * *ah, l<i,<*- . <ik <n. So we have 
llAll”F =g a,, 
llAkAll~ = 2 ai; . . ok. 
l<i,<..- <&<a 
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Using Lagrange’s method of undetermined multipliers, it can be seen that if 
y1,y22,..., ym are n nonnegative real variables subject to the constraint yi 
+ . . . + ya = M > 0 and if f( yi, . . . , y,,) = Z yii, yii, * * - y&, where the summation 
runs over all permutations of k distinct indices, then f attains a maximum 
value given by n!Mk[(n- k)!nk]-‘. This proves the lemma. n 
In view of the remark preceding the lemma we have: 
COROLLARY 3.3. IfAi.sannXnmatrix,then 
Our crucial estimate follows from this. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A E & (V), where V bus dimension n, and let qk(A) = 
TrAk(A). Then 
Proof. Denote the span of a set {q, 02,. . . , ur} by [vi, u2,. . . , u,]. Let 
{e i, . . . , e,,} be an orthonormal basis of V, and let 
Qi,...i,: [ q,,...,e,;] + V 
and 
denote the natural inclusion map and the projection map respectively. Let 
and 
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for l<i,<i,<-.* <i,<n. Then 
V,(A) = ,,i,<” <ik<n~iI.-JA) 
By the chain rule of differentiation, we have 
Since vf,...i, is a linear map @il,,,4(A) = Cpi ,,,, c* Note that ‘pi ,,,. c(A) is a k X k 
submatrix of A. Hence ))qi,,,,i,(A)(I,G llAllF and II~i,...~llF=k. Using 
Corollary 3.3, we obtain 
IIW ..: (A)ll~ ( k2-k’211Allk-1 11 k F'
The theorem follows. 
Since @ is made of components (pk we have 
For later use, it is more suitable to have this estimate in a slightly different 
form. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. With the notation of Theorem 3.4 we have 
Il%(A)lI. < k1-k’2 ( 1 ; 11~11~-1~ 
proof We have IIPi,...~;II~~IIQ~~...~lI~~~~ Hence, II’Pi,...ikll~ < 1. Using 
(2.1) and Corollary 3.3, we have, therefore, 
IIW~i,...~(A)Il~ < IIDAk(cp,,.,.q(A))IIB 
The proposition follows. 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Using the results of Sec. 3 and the mean-value theorem, we can now 
estimate the difference between @(A) and Q(B) in terms of ]]A - B ]I r. We 
can then estimate d(Eig(A), Eig(B)) in C&, using a theorem of Ostrowski [7, 
pp. 220-2211. The theorem stated below is a slight modification of the one 
stated in [7]. 
THEOREM (O&row&i). Let f(z) = Z” + a,~“-’ + . * * + a,,, g(z) = Z” + 
b@-l+ . . . + b,, be two manic polynomials with roots aI.. . .,a,, and 
P 1,...,Pn respectively. Let pI=mqGkGnIakl, p2=max,GkGnlPkl, and let 
p=min(pi,&. Let e=[~.nk=llbk-ukl~Ln-‘]l’n. Then the roots can be 
arranged in such a way that 
Iok-&]<(2n-1)8 forall k=l,2,...,n. n 
Suppose X = [a, b] is any interval on the real line and f: X+& (V) is a 
differentiable map. Let F:X-+@” be the composite map F(x)=@f(x). Then 
by the mean-value theorem we have 
for all a<x,<x,<b. 
Our estimates in Sec. 3 together with these theorems can be used to get 
results in any special case one may be interested in. We give two examples 
below. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. LetA,Bbeanytwoelementsof&(V),whereVisan 
n-dimension& unitay space. DWTI 
II@@) - @(B)ll < i kl-“‘( ;)(m+ IIB--41,)k-‘ll~ - Allp 
k=l 
where m=fin(llAIIF, IIBII.). 
Proof. Consider the map f(x) = A + x( B - A) from the real line into 
&(V). Then f(O)=A, f(l)=B and (Df(x))( y)= y(B-A) for all y. So we have 
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from Proposition 3.5 
II@(B) - @(A)11 < i kl-‘I”( ;) sup /A + x(B-A)($--‘IIB - AlIF 
k=l O<X<l 
< 2 k’-“‘( ;)(IIAIlF+ II~-41,)k-‘lI~ -All,. 
k=l 
Interchanging A and B, the statement follows. 0 
Using the above estimate for components (pk of Q along with Ostrowski’s 
theorem and noting that the eigenvalues of A are bounded by ]]A]IEl, which 
in turn is bounded by I]A]]r, we obtain: 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A, B be any two element.s of F(V), where V is an 
n-dimensionul unitary space. Then 
d(Eig(A),Eig(B)) 
< (2n-I)( i kl--k/2( ;)(m+ ~~B-Al,)k-Lmn-k}“n~lB-A~~:/n (4.1) 
k-1 
where m=mWAIl., IlBlld 
F~EIMARKS. Theorem 4.2 gives a basis-free estimate for d(Eig(A),Eig(B)) 
for any two linear operators A, B. This estimate compares favorably with the 
results of Ostrowski [7, pp. 282-2831 and Henrici [2]. Ostrowski’s result can 
be stated as follows. For an n X n matrix A with entries (a,!) define 
IMIll = n-l 2 lql. 
l<i,j<n 
This gives a norm on the set of all nx n matrices. If A, B are any two 
complex n x n matrices, then we have 
where 
d(Eig(A),Eig(B)) < 2n(n+2)M’-‘/“l(jA - BIII”“, (4.2) 
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Henrici’s estimate depends on a certain measure of nonnormality of A which 
he defines as follows. Let T be a Schur triangular form of A, i.e., T is an 
upper triangular matrix such that A = UTU* for some unitary matrix U. In 
general, T is not unique. Write T = D + N, where D and N are the diagonal 
and the nilpotent parts of T, respectively. If Y is any matrix norm, define the 
Y- departure from normality of A by 
A,(A) = infv(N), 
where the infimum is taken with respect to all N that appear in the various 
Schur triangular reductions for A. For any real number y > 0 let g = g( y) be 
the unique nonnegative solution of the equation 
g+g2+- +g”= y. 
Then we can state Henrici’s theorem as follows. Let A be a nonnormal 
matrix, and let B-A #O. Let v be any norm that majorizes the Banach 
norm. Let 
y = A,(A)[@-A)]-! 
Then 
d(Eig(A),Eig(B)) G (2n- 1). y.g( tj-‘.v(B-A). (4.3) 
The bounds (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) are of the same order. Note that in (4.3) 
the order l/n enters through g(y). As the following well-known example 
shows, this order cannot, in general, be improved: 
The bound (4.2) uses a norm which is dependent on the choice of a 
particular basis-this norm is not invariant under a change of coordinates. 
The bound (4.3) has the drawback that the departure from normality is not 
easily amenable to computation. When Y is the Frobenius norm, Hem-ici 
gives an upper bound for this quantity. An upper bound for y and a lower 
bound for g( y) can then be substituted in (4.3). Further, (4.3) can be used to 
study rates of convergence only when A is fixed and B-A is bounded away 
from zero. The bound (4.1) does not have these drawbacks. It gives a 
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transparent basis-free estimate valid for all linear operators A and B. Besides, 
in particular situations our method may be adopted to give more special 
results. 
For example, let U, V be unitary operators, and let K be a skew 
Hermitian operator satisfying VU - ’ = expK. Consider the function f(x) = 
(expxK)U. Since the Frobenius norm of a unitary operator is n1i2 and its 
eigenvalues are bounded by 1, we obtain, using Ostrowski’s theorem once 
again, 
d(Eig( U),Eig( V)) < (Zn- 1) ( il k1-‘12( ;)nk} l’n[[~lilF/n. 
Of course, this particular estimate is weaker than the one that would follow 
from the Hoffman-Wielandt theorem [3], or the one due to Parthsarathy [8]. 
However, that is but to be expected, since those estimates were derived for 
special cases using more special properties. 
The authors wish to thank Professor K. R. Parthusarathy, whose work [8] 
introduced them to this problem, fm many stimulating discussions. 
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